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The Chicago Bears will start training camp soon and like every team, every season will need to weed out which players will remain on the active roster.

Chicago Bears: 4 Offensive players on the bubble heading into camp
More than 18 months before the first presidential primary of 2024, most potential Republican candidates are just getting a sense of the political landscape, tiptoeing ...

South Dakota’s Noem taking swings at potential 2024 rivals
The right to a fair trial for National Security Law defendants is under threat. As the first NSL trials begin, it remains to be seen whether rule of law in Hong Kong will survive.

Hong Kong’s National Security Law and the Right to a Fair Trial: Mission Impossible?
Electric heat pumps are a way to cool and heat homes at a much lower carbon cost than traditional air-conditioners and furnaces. Energy experts say this could be a prime opportunity to reduce ...

Are ‘heat pumps’ the answer to heat waves? Some cities think so.
When Anthony Bourdain wrote his darkly hilarious memoir “Kitchen Confidential” in 2000, he was an anonymous Manhattan chef.

Review: Doc explores Anthony Bourdain’s own ‘parts unknown’
UAE truck drivers have revealed the personal impact of the challenges they face carrying out their work, with 57 per cent of drivers claiming to always ...

Key Challenges and Stresses Experienced by UAE’s Truck Drivers Revealed In a First-of-Its-Kind Study by Continental
The key question heading into this industrial earnings season was whether some combination of the delta variant of Covid-19, rising costs and supply chain crunches would derail the burgeoning ...

This Industrial Giant Expects Inflation to Be Sticky
GenSight Biologics (Paris:SIGHT) (Euronext: SIGHT, ISIN: FR0013183985, PEA-PME eligible), a biopharma company focused on developing a ...

GenSight Biologics to Host Key Opinion Leader Webcasts on the Topline Results from REFLECT Phase III Clinical Trial of LUMEVOQ
The war against the coronavirus has been marked by fresh surges and uneven vaccination drives. What is worrying is the attitude of the people towards the vaccine campaign. Add to this critical vaccine ...

Attitude is key to combating coronavirus
Shoppers want a joined-up, connected shopping experience post-pandemic – but how do retailers deliver that and deliver growth?

EDITORIAL How taming marketplaces is key to retail growth
When heat waves hit, people start looking for anything that might lower the temperature. One solution is right beneath our feet: pavement. Think about how hot the soles of your shoes can get when ...

One Answer to Climate Change Is Right Under Your Feet
When E.J. Liddell announced his intention to withdraw from the NBA draft and prolific scoring guard Cedric Russell transferred in from Louisiana, the final dominoes were in place for the Ohio State ...

With E.J. Liddell in, Duane Washington out, here are five thoughts on Ohio State's roster
A report developed by Safe and Sound Schools and Raptor Technologies, based on a nationwide survey of school district administrators, ...

State of School Safety Report Reveals 30% Gap between Parents and Administrators on Perception of School Safety
“Passing laws that can impose new trade sanctions, freeze property, and even deny companies access to our patent office might help us feel as though we’re solving a serious problem. But we ...

‘Decoupling’ with China is Not the Answer
The first few times she went home for a visit after the company launched, she tried checking her email to answer questions from customers ... According to Statistics Canada, about 44 per cent of the ...

Building bandwidth key to helping Indigenous workers prepare for digital jobs of future, report finds
Document management and print is fast moving to the cloud, accelerated by the COVID-19 pandemic and the shift to flexible workplaces, says Jonathan Osbourne, head of sales at Altron Document Solutions ...

Cloud-based document management – the answer to key SME challenges
B2B growth agency, Ironpaper, has released the results of their survey, "The Digital Buyer's Journey is a B2B Challenge -- and Opportunity." This survey examines the changes in marketing and sales ...

New Ironpaper survey finds 44% of B2B leaders struggled to connect with buyers during the pandemic
AttackIQ, an independent vendor of Breach and Attack Simulation (BAS) systems, announced it has secured $44 million in a Series C funding round, empowering the company to continue its investment in ...

AttackIQ Secures $44 Million in Latest Funding Round to Combat Cyber Attacks
Led by Atlantic Bridge, the investment also included new investors Saudi Aramco Energy Ventures (SAEV) and Gaingels, with participation from existing ...
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